Among the Hidden
by Margaret Peterson Haddix

- Number your paper 1-5.
- The following words and phrases were taken from Among the Hidden Chapters 1 through 5 that you will begin reading tomorrow.
- Use three to four words/phrases to write one complete sentence that you think may be found in these chapters or summarize ideas that may be read in these chapters. Compose a total of five thoughtful sentences. Underline/highlight the words/phrases from the word bank below.
- Create 3-5 questions you may have regarding what you are about to read.

**Possible sentence:**

**Questions I have:**

- 3rd children
- stay away
- order(s)
- laws that forbid
- get rid of
- never saw another
- control(s)
- secrets
- hide(ing)
- fair(ness)
- cast out
- Population Police
- forbid(den)
- bulldozers, backhoes, and tractors
- government
- hogs
- forest
- family
- people/
- person
- sell the woods
- Population Law